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Woman's World
Claire and the Bakery Thief
Herald and Presbyter
180 Masterpieces You Should Read Before You Die (Vol.2)
The American Issue
The Violet Bakery Cookbook
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A design-forward cookbook for sweet and savory baked goods from London's popular Violet Bakery that focuses on quality
ingredients, seasonality, and taste (as opposed to science) as the keys to creating satisfying, delightful homemade pastries,
tarts, sweets, and more. Violet is a jewel box of a cake shop and café in Hackney, east London. The baking is done with
simple ingredients including whole grain flours, less refined sugars, and the natural sweetness and nuanced hues of
seasonal fruits. Everything is made in an open kitchen for people to see. Famed for its exquisite baked goods, Violet has
become a destination. Owner Claire Ptak uses her Californian sensibility to create recipes that are both nourishing and
indulgent. With a careful eye to taste and using the purest ingredients, she has created the most flavorful iterations of
classic cakes, as well as new treats for modern palates. Over 100 recipes include nourishing breakfasts, midday snacks,
desserts to share, fruit preserves, and stylish celebration cakes. This book is about making baking worth it: simple to cook
and satisfying to eat. From the Hardcover edition.

The Ladies' Home Journal
Dani Bennett isn't looking for a man, but her new job requires her to sign up to blinddatebrides.com. The last thing Dani
expects is to be paired with a devastatingly attractive millionaire! Her poor background and blonde-bombshell looks mean
she expects Bryce Delaney to take one look and judge her—like all other men. But Bryce isn't just any man….

Tasty Pride
The Drama Magazine
Invest your time in reading the true masterpieces of world literature, the great works of the greatest masters of their craft,
the revolutionary works, the timeless classics and the eternally moving poetry of words and storylines every person should
experience in their lifetime: Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (Robert Louis Stevenson) A Doll's House (Henrik Ibsen) A
Tale of Two Cities (Charles Dickens) Dubliners (James Joyce) A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (James Joyce) War and
Peace (Leo Tolstoy) Howards End (E. M. Forster) Le Père Goriot (Honoré de Balzac) Sense and Sensibility (Jane Austen) Anne
of Green Gables Series (L. M. Montgomery) The Wind in the Willows (Kenneth Grahame) Gitanjali (Rabindranath Tagore)
Diary of a Nobody (Grossmith) The Beautiful and Damned (F. Scott Fitzgerald) Moll Flanders (Daniel Defoe) 20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea (Jules Verne) Gulliver's Travels (Jonathan Swift) The Last of the Mohicans (James Fenimore Cooper) Peter and
Wendy (J. M. Barrie) The Three Musketeers (Alexandre Dumas) Iliad & Odyssey (Homer) Kama Sutra Dona Perfecta (Benito
Pérez Galdós) The Divine Comedy (Dante) The Rise of Silas Lapham (William Dean Howells) The Book of Tea (Kakuzo
Okakura) Madame Bovary (Gustave Flaubert) The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Victor Hugo) Red and the Black (Stendhal)
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Rob Roy (Walter Scott) Barchester Towers (Anthony Trollope) Uncle Tom's Cabin (Harriet Beecher Stowe) Three Men in a
Boat (Jerome K. Jerome) Tristram Shandy (Laurence Sterne) Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy) My Antonia (Willa
Cather) The Age of Innocence (Edith Wharton) The Awakening (Kate Chopin) Babbitt (Sinclair Lewis) The Four Just Men
(Edgar Wallace) Of Human Bondage (W. Somerset Maugham) The Portrait of a Lady (Henry James) Fathers and Sons (Ivan
Turgenev) The Voyage Out (Virginia Woolf) Life is a Dream (Pedro Calderon de la Barca) Faust (Goethe) Thus Spoke
Zarathustra (Friedrich Nietzsche) Autobiography (Benjamin Franklin) The Yellow Wallpaper (Charlotte Perkins Gilman)

Adventures in the Dream Trade
The Christian Union
Baked
THE STORIES: THE AMERICAN DREAM. Mommy and Daddy sit in a barren living room making small talk. Mommy, the
domineering wife, is grappling with the thought of putting Grandma in a nursing home. Daddy, the long-suffering husband,
could not care less.

The Practical Farmer
"Anne of the Island" is the chronicle of the doings of Anne and her friends during four years spent at Redmond, pleasant
adventures of the sort which might happen to any likable young people in a small co-educational college. Anne herself, now
a beautiful, clever, and charming young woman, has manyadmirers. Among them is the faithful Gilbert Blythe, her
childhood friend who is also a student at Redmond, and eventually Anne discovers that her heart has always been his. In
the intervening vacations, the scene shifts from Kingsport, Nova Scotia, the seat of Redmond, back to the Island, Prince
Edward Island where the author's pen and heart are so much at home. Here are the old school friends of former books, the
gossipy old ladies, and a pair of twins whose liveliness suggests early Green Gable days.

The Atlantic
The English novelist, graphic novelist, and screenwriter offers a diverse range of writings, including poems, song lyrics,
essays, journal entries, and stories.
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Golden Dream
Based on the life of the author, this novel tells the story of a crippled Irish author who moves to suburban Connecticut to
finish his second book

Godey's Magazine
Atlantic Monthly
Dream Date with the Millionaire
Commercial West
Debbie Brown's Dream Wedding Cakes
An Accidental Mom by Loree Lough released on Sep 30, 2003 is available now for purchase.

Gator Bait
"From the wildly popular, fiercly inclusive BuzzFeed cooking brand comes 75 recipes from prominent LGBTQ+ cooks and
foodies"--

The Saturday Evening Post
Edward Albee's The American Dream
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The Kansas Historical Quarterly
The Drama Magazine
The world of wit and humour, ed. by G.M. Fenn
Find sweet satisfaction with 50 easy, everyday cake recipes made with simple ingredients, one bowl, and no fuss. NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BON APPÉTIT AND ONE OF FALL'S BEST COOKBOOKS BY THE NEW YORK
TIMES AND FOOD & WINE "[Snacking Cakes] hits the sweet spot. . . . Cake for breakfast? Yes, please!"--Martha Stewart
Living In Snacking Cakes, the indulgent, treat-yourself concept of cake becomes an anytime, easy-to-make treat. Expert
baker Yossy Arefi's collection of no-fuss recipes is perfect for anyone who craves near-instant cake satisfaction. With little
time and effort, these single-layered cakes are made using only one bowl (no electric mixers needed) and utilize ingredients
likely sitting in your cupboard. They're baked in the basic pans you already own and shine with only the most modest
adornments: a dusting of powdered sugar, a drizzle of glaze, a dollop of whipped cream. From Nectarine and Cornmeal
Upside-Down Cake and Gingery Sweet Potato Cake to Salty Caramel Peanut Butter Cake and Milk Chocolate Chip Hazelnut
Cake, these humble, comforting treats couldn't be simpler to create. Yossy's rustic, elegant style combines accessible,
diverse flavors in intriguing ways that make them easy for kids to join in on the baking, but special enough to serve
company or bring to potlucks. Whether enjoyed in a quiet moment alone with a cup of morning coffee or with friends
hungrily gathered around the pan, these ever-pleasing, undemanding cakes will become part of your daily ritual.

An Accidental Mom
Snacking Cakes
A Shadow on Summer
The Drama
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Woman's Home Companion
Baked In
Kelsey learns to deal with jealousy in this second delicious book in the Donut Dreams series from the author of the Cupcake
Diaries and Sprinkle Sundays series! Everything’s better with a donut. Happy-go-lucky Kelsey hasn’t been so happy-golucky lately. She’s starting to feel pretty jealous of her cousin Lindsay and all the extra time Lindsay is spending with her
aunt, who just happens to be Kelsey’s mom. The worst part is it seems like Kelsey’s mom wants to spend time with Lindsay
instead of her! But once Kelsey adds a pinch of patience to the batter, and Lindsay stirs in her own special brand of silly fun
to the mix, Kelsey realizes she’s come up with the perfect recipe for spending time with her cousin and her mom. Kelsey
discovers that the love she and her family have for one another is like a box of donuts—there’s always enough to share!

The Cosmopolitan
Anne of the Island
Windmills in My Oven
So Jelly!
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jana DeLeon, the fifth book in the hilarious Miss Fortune series.
Things are starting to look up for Fortune Redding. Even though her life was at stake, the CIA assassin had balked at taking
on a new identity in Sinful, Louisiana. But instead of hating it like she’d thought she would, Fortune now has friends she
cares about and just finished up an incredible first date with the sexiest deputy in the state. Sure, there’s been a murder or
two that she’s gotten mixed up in since she arrived in town, but she’s hoping all of that is behind her. But when someone
almost kills Deputy Carter LeBlanc, Fortune tosses her dreams of peace and quiet into the muddy bayou and shifts back
into being the deadly trained professional that she is. With the help of Ida Belle and Gertie, Fortune launches a manhunt,
intending to find a killer before he tries again. Gator Bait is a humorous mystery set in the bayous of southern Louisiana. It
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has a cozy mystery feel and features a strong woman sleuth in a fish-out-of-water storyline. Gator Bait is the fifth book in
the Miss Fortune series and appeals to readers of the Stephanie Plum series by Janet Evanovich. "Southern wit at its best!" NYT Bestselling author Gemma Halliday "Sinfully funny!" - NYT Bestselling author CC Hunter/Christie Craig “DeLeon is
excellent at weaving comedy, suspense and spicy romance into one compelling story.” – RT Book Reviews “I don’t know
where she comes up with this funny stuff, but I can’t wait to read the next book…” – Night Owl Reviews “Jana DeLeon has a
breezy style with enough of a comic touch to leave you smiling.” – The Romance Reader “Son of a gun, we’re having fun in
the bayou!” – Fresh Fiction “The quirky characters keep the action moving…” – Barbara Vey, Publisher’s Weekly Blogger To
learn more about Jana and her books visit her at: http://janadeleon.com http://facebook.com/janadeleonauthor
@JanaDeLeon

The Western Fruit-grower
Good Housekeeping
As featured on The Martha Stewart Show and The Today Show and in People Magazine! Hip. Cool. Fashion-forward. These
aren’t adjectives you’d ordinarily think of applying to baked goods. Think again. Not every baker wants to re-create
Grandma’s pound cake or cherry pie. Matt Lewis and Renato Poliafito certainly didn’t, when they left their advertising
careers behind, pooled their life savings, and opened their dream bakery, Baked, in Brooklyn, New York, a few years back.
The visions that danced in their heads were of other, brand-new kinds of confections . . . Things like a Malt Ball Cake with
Milk Chocolate Frosting, which captures the flavor of their favorite Whoppers candies (and ups the ante with a malted milk
ball garnish). Things like spicy Chipotle Cheddar Biscuits that really wake up your taste buds at breakfast time. Things like a
Sweet and Salty Cake created expressly for adults who are as salt-craving ?as they are sweet-toothed. Which is not to say
that Lewis and Poliafito sidestep tradition absolutely. Their Chocolate Pie (whose filling uses Ovaltine) pays loving homage
to the classic roadside-diner dessert. Their Baked Brownies will wow even the most discriminating brownie connoisseur. And
their Chocolate Chip Cookies? Words cannot describe. Whether trendsetting or tried-and-true, every idea in this book is
freshly Baked.

Financial World
Sugar, spice, and all things nice: what say you to cookies, tarts, pies, cakes, flans, gingerbread, wafers, waffles and
pancakes? Dutch baking has them all: it mines the mother-lodes of comfort, luxury and temptation to devastating effect.
This book explores the history and customs of the Dutch bakehouse while offering excellent recipes well-suited to the
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modern kitchen. There is no better teatime treat than GaitriAes spiced apple tart. The breads and cakes are simply
delicious, the stuff of many a childhood dream; and the biscuits are crisp, rich and buttery. If you eat cookies (rather than
biscuits) with your morning coffee you are plugging into a great tradition of baking, for cookie is originally a Dutch word,
which crossed the Atlantic with settlers taking their biscuits, cakes, tarts and breads with them. Because of Holland's long
history of trade and exploration in the East Indies, these recipes are heady with the aromas of the spice bazaar. And the
wafers, waffles, loaves and other delicacies are often loaded with a rich tradition of local preferences and folk custom. Gaitri
explains many of these, showing to perfection how cookery can be a way of understanding just as potent as the driest, most
scholarly thesis. Then you can eat and enjoy the results. The text is in ten sections, each has an historical introduction and
places the particular type of cake or bread in the context of everyday life. Gaitri Pagrach-Chandra is Guyanese by birth, but
has lived in Holland for much of her life since university. As a wife and mother, and a student of history, she has the ideal
qualifications for writing this book. And she has illustrated it with her own photographs of life and cookery in her home and
the towns and villages around.
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